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Editor’s Letter

Editor’s Letter
Karen LeBlanc, Editor, The Design Tourist Magazine

As a Design Tourist, travel is my muse. From the culture and
crat heritage of South African ceramic bead artists and shweshwe fabrics to the jewelry, leather and furniture maker shops
of Taipei, I venture abroad and of the beaten path to ignite my
imagination, discover new ideas and return home inspired in
work, life and play.

immersive creative exploration begins with wisely chosen
authentic accommodations where the narrative of place
unfolds through art, accessories, accoutrements, furnishings,
fixtures and food.

These stories exploring links between culture and creativity
seduced me and I knew intuitively that other travelers would
relish the opportunity to experience the crat heritage of the
Yucatan peninsula if only they knew more about it.

to start planning your Grand Tour.

Just as it was fashionable for artists, architects and
aristocrats to embark on The Grand Tour of Europe, a practice
Design has always been my compass— my way of navigating that began in the late 16th century as the culmination of their
the world. When I was living in Cancun, Mexico as a travel
classical education, modern-day Design Tourists explore links
writer, my assignments oten focused on the Yucatan
between culture and creativity to satisfy their wanderlust.
Peninsula’s stock attractions— snorkeling, jungle cruises, glass
If you were to embark of a modern-day version of The Grand
bottom boat tours and deep sea fishing. I was frustrated by
Tour, where would you go? Would you seek out great Italian
these tiresome and unoriginal travel assignments because I
masterpieces, Roman ruins and Greek sculptures or would
felt that the more compelling stories and attractions explored you venture beyond the guide book in search of authentic
Mexico’s indigenous art, design and creative culture. I wanted experiences? If you answered yes, then you are oficially
to write about the Mayan artists and cratspeople who wove
a “Design Tourist,” and I hope that this magazine will be a
hemp twine into beautifully colored hammocks and rugs,
resource to discover new travel itineraries. From the hippest
intricately embroidered huipil dresses, or hand painted
new places to shop for one-of-a-kind design, to authentic
vibrantly colored talavera.
Design Hotels and of-the-radar creative destinations, read on
In this inaugural issue of The Design Tourist, I introduce you
to the 2016 World Design Capital, Taipei, Taiwan and its prolific
creator community. The World Design Capital, is an initiative
by the International Council of Societies of Industrial Design
(ICSID) honoring a city that recognizes design as a tool for
transformation. I think you’ll agree that this Taiwanese city is
a must-see destination on any design travel agenda.

Otentimes as tourists, we are obsessed with checking of
our bucket list of must-see museums and monuments without
appreciating a destination’s creative charms—the artisan
stores, the maker workshops, the narrative of a hotel’s decor,
the artistic soul that resonates in local architecture and art. We
Since this is a quarterly publication, let’s keep the
miss opportunities to connect with this creative culture when conversation going on design travel in between new issues.
we stay in a hotel with cookie-cutter decor that fails to capture Send your ideas and comments to Karen@theDesignTourist.com.
a sense of place.
Subscribe to my channel youtube.com/thedesigntourist and
I believe that every destination has a design story to tell
follow me on social media, Twitter: @ADesignTourist, Instagram:
through its local art, architecture, culture and crat. This
TheDesignTourist, Facebook: ADesignTourist
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See

Destination Design

World Design
Capital Taipei 2016
T

aipei, the capital of Taiwan, is reinventing its economy
and cultural identity through design and inviting all
the world to see as the 2016 World Design Capital. This
East Asian transportation hub, Asia’s second richest city per
capita, is home to 2.6 million people and a prolific creative
culture that sees design as the catalyst for a better life.
Taipei’s core theme Adaptive City – Design in Motion caught
the attention of the International Council of Societies of
Industrial Design (ICSID) which awards the WDC designation
every two years.

Photo credit: Taipei city skyline
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Photo credit: Creative Expo Taiwan 2016, Huashan
1914 Creative Park

Photo credit: Creative Expo Taiwan 2016, Taiwan Pavillion, curated by
Jun-Liang Chen (Image credit: Dean Cheng)
“Taiwan is internationally famous
for many things including food, night
markets, and electronics. Aside from
Taipei 101, design has never been at
the forefront of what local people
think of as internationally famous in
Taiwan. Through the eforts of the
Taipei City Government and the World
Design Capital Taipei 2016, Taipei
and Taiwanese design is in the world
spotlight this year,” says Han Wu, CEO
of World Design Capital Taipei 2016.

Photo credit:
International Open Call
program, The Food
Project by AliceWang and
the British Council, Trike
Writer by Nicholas Hanna

Photo credit: Designer In Residence,
Victoria Ledig, Waste Crat Workshop

Taipei’s WDC theme Adaptive City
paints a picture of how a city with
limited resources, when compared
to other megacities (such as London,
Tokyo or New York) can still maintain
innovative vitality and dynamism.
“International events as large as an
Olympic Games or a World Cup have
never been held in Taipei and yet, vast
dynamic innovative capabilities still
exist,” says Wu.
For Design Tourists, Taipei is a
richly layered destination with both
a creative edge and the essence of

Photo caption: Songshan Cultural and
Creative Park
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Chinese culture— traditional and modern. The
links between Taipei’s culture and creativity are
deeply rooted. Originally settled by Ethnic Han
Chinese in the 17th century, Taiwanese design is
a fusion of Chinese, Japanese, Fujianese, Hakka,
and aboriginal culture. The democratically
governed island, home to 23 million, is the
United States’ ninth largest trading partner,
ahead of Saudi Arabia, India, and Brazil.
Learning about the Taipei’s cultural identity
through art, crat and design simply requires
a walk around any of city’s 12 districts where
humanistic creativity permeates in parks,
markets, cafes and many unique shops, such as
the world-famous Eslite 24-hour bookstore.
Historical remains of past eras mix with hip
art studios, maker stores, cultural centers and
museums including Taiwan Design Centre,
Songshan Cultural and Creative Park, Huashan
1914 Creative Park and Taipei Fine Arts Museum.
To help plan your design travel itinerary,
the city has published a guide, Taipei: City of
Design, available at tourist centers, that lists
cafes, hotels, stores, museums, organizations,
outdoor spots, and much more. All the locations
are designated on maps that visitors can use to
explore design in the diferent districts of Taipei.
Visitors can also download a bilingual app

Photo credit: Taipei International Convention Center
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Photo credit: Taiwan Design Museum

guide to more than 250 of-the-beaten-track stores, cafes,
restaurants, and cultural centers during World Design
Capital® Taipei 2016. The travel app outlines experiential
spaces for creativity, and highlights exceptional design and
innovation around the city. Download the app here: https://
goo.gl/MQGz62 (iOS) and https://goo.gl/4YkVjc (Android).
On the agenda for October are four major events: the
International Design House Exhibition, International Design
Week Forum, International Design Policy Conference, and
Network of Cities Meeting. This is an ideal time for design
travelers and enthusiasts to visit Taipei’s 70 iconic design
locations and 12 walking routes around the city, arranged
into six themes: the Architecture Stroll, Select Shops, Original
Delicacy, Old Houses, Handicrat Fun, and Design Hotels.
Stop by the Kids Ambition Park and Swing Park designed
by Agua Designin collaboration with Spanish art collective,
Basurama, using junk and waste materials and be on the
lookout for brightly colored transformer boxes that double
as public art, an initiative aimed at transforming Taipei’s
cityscape.

Photo credit: Creative Roughness: Israeli Design
Exhibition, Aluminium Lace and Forest Candle Holders
by curator and designer, Alon Razgour

On self-guided tours of the city, you can also appreciate
the many artistic store shop signs recently created under
the Small Shop Signboard Manufacturer project. The
initiative encourages both designers and shop owners to
experiment with diferent materials to create a harmonious
and comfortable street environment.
As the host city of WDC 2016, Taipei aims to become a role
model for other cities in Taiwan and around the world. “It is
not just the combination of traditional and cultural design,
but also developments in materials and design techniques
that are being expanded into what is known as “Taiwan
Design,” says Wu.
For more, design travel in Taipei, go to http://wdc2016.
taipei

Photo credit: Kids Ambition Park and Swing Park

Photo credit:
Creative
Roughness:
Israeli Design
Exhibition, Asli
Cofee Table,
by designer
Michael
Tsinovsky
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The Mix & Match Collection

It’s Your Piece, Imagined and Inspired By You
Visit our website where you can create your own, unique design right in front of
your eyes online. Choose from 100s of combinations and we will ship out your
order within 3 business days. Delivery dates vary by location.

www.twistmodern.com
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World Design Capital

CITIES REINVENTING THEMSELVES
THROUGH DESIGN

E

very two years, somewhere
in the world, a city receives
the coveted designation
World Design Capital® (WDC) by the
global organization for industrial
design. It’s a diferent kind of design
WDC promotes, not the couture and
celebrity designer scenes of Milan,
Paris and New York but rather those
unsung heroes of design—the urban
planners, engineers, industrial
designers, and IT experts who join
the ranks of artists, architects,
cratspeople and other creatives
improving quality of life.
Taipei, the capital city on the island

of Taiwan, has the distinction of being
named the 2016 World Design Capital
for reinventing itself in just 50 years
through urban planning and design
thinking.

understand its significance, I
interviewed Professor Mugendi
M’Rithaa, President of Icsid/World
Design Organization and Member of
the WDC Selection Committee.

To celebrate, Taipei is hosting a
year-long program of events that
beckon design travelers with activities
you won’t find in a typical guidebook.
(For more on Taipei’s unique design
tourist itineraries, check out the
cover story in this issue.) A WDC
designation is a huge “get” for cities
acknowledging the chosen few as
global design hubs and attracting
new investments and visitors. To

“We are immensely proud of our
World Design Capital® (WDC) program,
which showcases design’s inextricable
role in improving urban quality of
life. With more than half the world’s
population now living in cities, WDC
recognizes those cities that have
efectively used design to reinvent
themselves, making their cities
attractive places for people to live,
work and visit. We hope to achieve a
THE DESIGN TOURIST MAGAZINE
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programming,” says M’Rithaa.
In 2018, the WDC honor passes
to Mexico City, a megalopolis with
an important urban design story to
share on the world stage. As the very
first city from the Americas to receive
the WDC designation, the hope is
that Mexico City will inspire other
megacities around the world tackling
the challenges of urbanization
through design. The city of more
than 20 million people caught the
attention of the selection committee
for its work to blend old and new in
innovative health, communications
and security programmes; a bike
sharing programme; urban gardens,
parks and playgrounds.
“Mexico City has a vibrant design
community and stood out for its
creativity, entrepreneurial spirit, and
commitment to promote design as
an engine of social change,” says
M’Rithaa.

Mugendi M’Rithaa, President of Icsid – International
Council of Societies of Industrial Design

global movement of cities that shows
how design can and does impact
quality of life,” says M’Rithaa.
The World Design Capital program
began in 2008. Torino, Italy received
the first WDC designation that year
followed by Seoul (South Korea) in
2010, Helsinki (Finland) in 2012, and
Cape Town (South Africa) in 2014.
Taipei is WDC 2016 and Mexico City
will be WDC 2018.
The WDC selection committee is
made up of international experts
in the fields of design, urban
planning and economic and social
development. The committee digs
deep into a city’s design DNA in all
areas—urban planning, creative and
cultural assets.
“WDC shines a global spotlight
on cities that have successfully
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used design to reinvent their cities.
In addition to attracting increased
investment, tourism and civic pride,
a WDC city becomes part of a global
network of design-efective cities,”
says M’Rithaa.
This year, the city of Taipei earned
the distinction, positioning itself
as a global design hub. “Despite
limited resources, Taipei raised its
citizens’ quality of life using designled innovation. In just 50 years, they
reinvigorated the urban landscape
to include a sophisticated transit
system, specialized medical care and
a bustling cultural infrastructure.
Taipei’s development is driven by
a very talented and ever-growing
design community exploring and
employing “design thinking” to
improve quality of life through
design-led strategies, policy and

In an industry where trends render
so much of design obsolete, WDC
shits focus to design’s altruistic
virtues, its power to address
changing demographics, climate
change and urbanization. This
utopian view seeks to improve lives
through form, function and beauty
by meeting the challenges of 21st
century living.
“We aspire to design a better
world, working together to enhance
all people’s quality of life, not merely
higher standards of living. As the
African proverb says: If I run alone, I
can fun faster; but if we run together,
we can run further. We need to run
farther, faster, together. I encourage
you to join us!.”
Editor’s end note—Efective
January 1, 2017, The International
Council of Societies of Industrial
Design (Icsid) adopts a new name,
the World Design Organization and
celebrates the organization’s 60th
anniversary year, For more visit
www.icsid.org
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Stay

The idea behind Play Design Hotel is to connect international travelers with Taiwan
indigenous culture, as well as to help Taiwan designers connect with international
lodgers; both of them will collaborate physically and virtually in shaping the meaning
of design and hotel,” says Daniel Chen, co-creator and Design Director of Play Design
Hotel. In 2014, Chen let a career in the exhibition design industry to launch the
experimental hotel with partner Grace Du, a former new media editor

12 THE DESIGN TOURIST MAGAZINE

Taipei’s
Play
Design
Hotel

F

or Design Tourists, 2016
is an ideal time to explore
Taipei with its year-long
calendar of World Design Capital
events. Travelers wanting a direct
connection with the local design
scene, can start with a stay at
Play Design Hotel, an inhabitable
Taiwan design gallery. This oneof-a-kind hotel concept goes
beyond what we would expect
from a design hotel. Authentic

decor with a sense of place
is part of its appeal but Play
Design Hotel amps up its guests’
involvement in Taipei’s creative
culture as the city’s de facto
ambassador of design.
“It is a shame that most of the
design hotels usually distance
themselves from local origins.
Otentimes, a traveler stays in
a hotel room where its design
says nothing of its location. The

THE DESIGN TOURIST MAGAZINE
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idea behind Play Design Hotel is to
connect international travelers with
Taiwan indigenous culture, as well
as to help Taiwan designers connect
with international lodgers; both of
them will collaborate physically and
virtually in shaping the meaning of
design and hotel,” says Daniel Chen,
co-creator and Design Director of
Play Design Hotel. In 2014, Chen
let a career in the exhibition design
industry to launch the experimental
hotel with partner Grace Du, a former
new media editor.
Play Design Hotel is the antithesis
of cookie cutter corporate hotel
chains. Each room is a portal to
local design culture with fixtures,
furnishings and accessories crated
by indigenous designers.
Located on the 5th floor of a
renovated 40-year-old building, Play
Design Hotel invites guests to explore
the concept, story, and quality of
Taiwanese design in each of its
five rooms, decorated in diferent
themes. Guests can choose to stay
in Made in Taiwan 3.0, Play Magic
Room, Maker Room, Play Tea Room
or The Guest Selection Room. Each
is an assemblage of indigenous
items including tables, chairs, coat
racks, clocks and lamps expressing
Taiwanese culture and heritage.
In the Maker Room guests
experience local materials such as
woods, ceramics, glasses, or metals
demonstrated in crats, design
decoration, as well as everyday
furnishings. “This encounter is meant
to be a best starting point to learn and
understand the local environment of
Design in Taiwan,” says Du.
The Guest Selection Room invites
lodgers to curate their own theme
by selecting furnishings during their
online booking process. The hotel
then arranges the room with the
guest’s curated selections prior to
arrival.
The Made in Taiwan 3.0 room has a
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“

In the Maker Room guests experience local
materials such as woods, ceramics, glasses,
or metals demonstrated in crats, design
decoration, as well as everyday furnishings.
“This encounter is meant to be a best starting
point to learn and understand the local
environment of Design in Taiwan,” says Du

set of postcards addressed to the designers
whose work is featured in the room. The
hotel encourages guests to write to the
designers to let them know how they feel
ater experiencing their works.
Each room also has QR codes that guests
can scan and view detailed introductions
and explanations of the items inside the
room. They can leave comments and they
can try before they buy. Many of the design
objects in the rooms are available for sale
through the hotel website and store.
“For the lodgers, the hotel room becomes
not only a space for sleeping but a space of
meaning that fosters playful interaction and
an exchanges of ideas between themselves

THE DESIGN TOURIST MAGAZINE
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and local designers,” says Du.
The hotel even authored its
own complimentary guide book
for guests detailing nearby design
shops, studios, galleries, designer
cafés and teashops and relevant
scenic spots in the East and the
West areas of Play Design Hotel.
“We are proud to introduce two
indigenous areas, that are rarely
included in general travelers’
guidebooks, which represent
indigenous design cultural context
with diferent landscapes,” says Du.
It’s a novel hotel concept to
check into a design gallery, spend
a few nights, experience local
design works, purchase what you
like from artisan soaps to side
tables and take home the stories
and stuf of another culture. As
a hotel, design gallery and store
and business incubator, Play
Design Hotel defies the standard
travel guidebook categorization.
“Combined with hotel operations,
we collect qualitative / quantitative
data from travelers with diferent
personas, regarding their opinions,
preferences, or feelings toward
local design works,” says Chen.
Since opening in September
2014, the hotel has maintained a
90% occupancy rate, an enviable
feat since it does not advertise. As
the buzz continues to build, Play
Design Hotel hopes to elevate the
profile of Taiwanese designers
globally by sharing cultural
stories through the hospitality
experience. “Through art and
crat, a new generation of Taiwan’s
indigenous designers can not only
let Taiwanese people regain its
cultural identity, but also enable
travelers from around the world
rediscover Taiwan’s cultural
value,”says Chen.
For more information, go to
http://www.playdesignhotel.com/
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Shop

SHOP TAIPEI DESIGN
Where Culture, Creativity & Commerce Connect Through Design
Shopping in this World Design Capital is a dynamic exchange between visitors and cratsmen where consumers
become apprentices in many shops learning the crat of handmade arts. Here are my Must-Shop & See picks for Design
Tourists in Taipei.

IN BLOOM
IN BLOOM:This textile shop
tells Taiwan’s story through
textile printing as visitors can
take hands-on classes and learn
about printing, pattern design
and color arrangement. This
creative cultural exchange oten
takes place over a cup of cofee
in the store’s workshop.www.
inbloom.com
RI XING FOUNDRY: This type
foundry is the only one company
in the world producing traditional
Chinese typefaces. Visitors can
take guided tours to learn about
the origins of Chinese characters
and typography and see how
type is produced at the foundry.
http://rixingtypography.blogspot.
tw/

RI XING FOUNDRY

O’RINGO:Taiwan used to be
the “shoemaking kingdom” but
the crat gradually disappeared
ater production was relocated
abroad. Hsin-ju Tseng founded
O’Ringo to save this time honored
crat. https://www.oringoshoes.
com/
GRASS HILL JEWELRY:
Visitors can meet metalworking
cratsmen and learn the
crat of metalworking at its
workshops. The store ofers
one day silversmith classes
where students learn to make
silver rings, pendants or
bracelets. The store also ofers
professional certification classes
in Metalworking. http://www.
grasshill.net/
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Twine

Hsu & Daughter

Hsu & Daughter

In Bloom
HSU & DAUGHTER: This maker
shop sells handmade leather goods
and teaches classes on leather
crating. Classes are ofered on 13
diferent leather items including
wallets, handbags and doctor bags.
http://www.hsundaughter.com/
TWINE: akers crat modern,
minimalist design objects from
eco-friendly materials of cotton,
recycled glass and metals. Twine
is a member of the World Fair
Trade Organization for its support
of handmade products and
disadvantaged producers at fair
trade prices. http://www.twine.com.
tw/
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Twine

Soar With Us

take your news to a
higher level of performance
The Design Tourist Media Partner
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Le Corbusier Buildings Become
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
The World Heritage Selection Committee credits Le
Corbusier with inventing a new architectural language
that breaks with the past.

Architecture aficionados can work into their
travel plans, side trips to see some of the 17
modernist buildings designed by architect
Le Corbusier and recently designated
UNESCO World Heritage sites. The Le
Corbusier sites are recognized for their
outstanding contributions to the Modern
Movement and are spread across seven
countries—Argentina, Belgium, France,
Germany, India, Japan, and Switzerland.

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Paul Koslowsky

Le Corbusier is one of the founding
fathers of the Modernist Movement that
originated before the start of World War
I and gained momentum in the 1920s
and ’30s with Walter Gropius’s Bauhaus
School, an experimental housing in
Stuttgart by the Deutscher Werkbund
group.

Chapelle notre-Dame du Haut

A native of Switzerland, Le Corbusier
developed a style and philosophy of
architecture that married the principals of
classical Greek architecture and industrial
ideals of the modern machine.
Le Corbusier was born Charles-Edouard
Jeanneret in La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland, in 1887. He adopted the
alias Le Corbusier - from his maternal
grandfather, Lecorbesier - in 1920. He
became a French citizen in 1930.

© FLC/ADAGP /author Oliver Martin-Gambier

Le Corbusier collaborated with other
Modernist greats including his cousin
Pierre Jeanneret and designer Charlotte
Perriand to produce tubular steel furniture
– including the famous LC4 Chaise Lounge
and LC2 and LC3 seating collections.

Maison La Roche-Jeanneret, Paris, France, 1923 - 1925
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The World Heritage Selection
Committee credits Le Corbusier with
inventing a new architectural language
that breaks with the past. The 17
protected sites are now eligible for
conservation funding and were built
over a period of a half-century. All
buildings reflect solutions that the
Modern Movement sought to apply during
the 20th century to the challenges of
inventing new architectural techniques to
respond to the needs of society.
Le Corbusier died in 1965 when
he drowned while swimming in the
Mediterranean Sea of RoquebruneCap-Martin in France, his influence is
undisputed.

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier
© Ville de Pessac - Nikolas Ernult

© Landeshauptstadt/ author Birgita Gonzales

Petite maison au bord du lac Léman in Corseaux, Switzerland, 1923 - 1924

Cité Frugès, Pessac, France, 1924

Weissenhof Home, Stuttgart, Germany, 1927

Maison Guiette, Antwerp, Belgium, 1926

Maisons jumelles, Weissenhof

© VIOE/ author P. De Prins

© VIOE/ author P. De Prins

Cité Frugès, Pessac, France, 1924

Maisons jumelles, Weissenhof
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© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/ author R. Grelaud

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Bénédicte Gandini

© J.J. De Chambrier / OFC

Villa Savoye et loge du jardinier, Poissy, France, 1928

Salon, appartement de Le Corbusier, Molitor
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© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/author Oliver Martin-Gambier

Immeuble Clarté, Geneva, Switzerland, 1930

Immeuble locatif à la porte Molitor, Paris,
France, 1931 - 1934

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Bénédicte Gandini
© FLC/ADAGP/author Oliver
Martin-Gambier

Extérieurs Assemblée, Chandigarh

House of Dr Curutchet in La Plata (Argentina) Cabanon de Le Corbusier, Roquebrune-CapMartin, France, 1951

© AONDH/author AONDH

Unité d’Habitation, Marseille, France, 1945

© FLC/ADAGP/author Oliver Martin-Gambier

© FLC/ADAGP/author Bénédicte Gandini

Façade usine Duval

Maisons des pèlerins, Ronchamp

Notre Dame du Haut chapel, Ronchamp, France, 1950 - 1955
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© FLC/ADAGP/ author Bénédicte Gandini
© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

Complexe du Capitole, Chandigarh, India, 1952

© FLC/ADAGP/ author Oliver Martin-Gambier

Couvent Sainte-Marie de la Tourette, Eveuxsur-l’Arbresle, France, 1953

Maison de la Culture, Firminy, France, 1953
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Design Travel News:

JetBlue Now Flying to Cuba

JetBlue adds its 97th Destination, Santa
Clara, Cuba, becoming the first U.S. airline
to operate a commercial flight between the
two countries in more 50 years. JetBlue’s
flights to Cuba depart from Broward
County’s Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport located 30 minutes
north of Miami and 45 minutes south of
Palm Beach.
One-way fares start $99. Cuba requires
visitors to obtain an entrance visa onto
the island. For customers who qualify for a
Cuban Tourist Visa (Tourist Card), JetBlue
will make those available for purchase
upon check-in at one of its gateway
airports or at the gate for connecting
customers on the day of travel. All travelers
to Cuba should contact the Cuban
Embassy in Washington to determine the
appropriate type of visa required by Cuba
for their purpose of travel.

Buenos Aires Becomes Art Basel City Partner

Buenos Aires, Argentina is the first
partner city for the Art Basel Cities
initiative. Together with the city, Art
Basel will develop and host a vibrant
and content-driven program of
events celebrating the local art scene
and fostering relationships between
Buenos Aires and the international
art world. The program, which
commences in late 2017, brings
world-class programming to Buenos
Aires and will spotlight the city’s rich
cultural scene for the international
art world.
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Photo credit: Congreso de la Nacion, Courtesy of the City of Buenos Aires

A gateway into Latin America, Buenos
Aires boasts a lively and vibrant art
scene with more than 80 art galleries,
and an array of world-renowned art
museums and public collections.
In the last few years, Buenos Aires
has brought to life an ambitious
development project of a new art and
design district in La Boca and Barracas,
which has enhanced the city and
created many artistic opportunities for
the local communities.
Launched in March 2016, Art
Basel Cities is a new initiative that
expands Art Basel’s engagement in
the art world by working directly with
cities and government bodies. “This
represents a major milestone for Art
Basel,’ said Marc Spiegler, Art Basel’s
Global Director. “The partnership will
be the first example of Art Basel’s
commitment to making further
use of its significant experience in
staging premier art events beyond the
fairs. We aim to engage with cities,
like Buenos Aires, which already
have fascinating and multi-layered
cultural scenes and are interested in
amplifying their own commitment to
arts and culture even further.”
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Detroit Designated
UNESCO CIty of Design

D

etroit, Michigan as a design destination may seem an unlikely choice
for creative and cultural explorers but its new designation as a
UNESCO City of Design by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) raises the profile of the city’s prolific
creative community.
On December 15, 2015, Detroit became the first and only city in the United States
to receive the City of Design designation in an initiative led by the Detroit Creative
Corridor Center (DC3).

West Elm Launches
Design Hotels:

W

est Elm, the Brooklyn-based national chain
of home decor stores known for its original
designs and locally sourced merchandise, is
inviting consumers to experience its products in overnight
stays at a new chain of design-centric hotels opening soon.
The new West Elm hotels will feature decor, furnishings
and fixtures that blend contemporary interior design with
handcrated, locally-picked furniture. The West Elm hotels
aim to connect travelers to local culture and community as
an alternative to luxury and budget hotels.
Each one-of-a-kind property ofers custom furnishings,
premium bedding, curated bath products and co-working
spaces. Design-driven properties will open in Detroit;
Minneapolis; Savannah, Georgia; Charlotte, North Carolina;
and Indianapolis. West Elm, a subsidiary of WilliamsSonoma, is behind the design, furnishing and marketing for
the properties, whose doors are expected to swing open in
late 2018, and while the company hasn’t released the names
of specific artist and designer collaborators, it does say that
the spaces will include pieces designed specifically for each
hotel, locally made items, and products from existing West
Elm and WSI collections. Exterior architecture and custom
installations will also draw influence from each area’s local
culture and history.

Using design as an economic and cultural
catalyst, this city of 4.3 million, the 4th largest
in the Midwest, is making a comeback from
its recent financial hardships and a 2013
bankruptcy filing.
Detroit is reinventing itself by capitalizing
on its creative assets—a coalescence of
industry, crat and commerce with an enviable
cachet of creative attractions that appeals
to both architecture aficionados and design
enthusiasts.
The city is home to 33 galleries, 22 theatres
and performance venues, and 11 museums and
libraries.
As an oficial City of Design, Detroit joins a
network of 116 cities that represent 54 countries
committed to investing in creativity as a driver
for sustainable urban development, social
infrastructure, and cultural vibrancy.
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Design that Does Good

2016 WORD
DESIGN
IMPACT PRIZE

D

esign is such a big word. There’s the type of design that connotes trends
in fashion and home interiors, filling the pages of glossy magazines. Then
there is Design That Does Good in the World the kind of socially conscious
design that improves lives. This definition of “design” deserves a lot more
media attention and is oten overshadowed by the sexier headlines of the
latest Hampton’s mansion makeover or Park Avenue Penthouse project.

As a Design Journalist, I find it immensely rewarding to champion creative
people using their talents to make a diference. Sure, design trends are fun
to cover but design as a catalyst for change is headline-making stuf. So, I’m
super excited to introduce you to the Winner and the finalists of the 2016 World
Design Impact Prize awarded by the Word Design Organization (WDO).
Warka Water is Winner of the 2016 World Design Impact Prize as an
alternative water source for rural parts of the world without water
infrastructure.
Designed by Architecture and Vision, led by Founder Arturo Vittori, Architect and
Industrial Designer, Warka Water is a water collection source for remote villages
in Ethiopia. Designed using the principles of biomimcry, Warka Water harvests
water from the atmosphere through dew, fog and rain and can be built by villagers
with indigenous materials in 10 days without the need for power tools. The water
collection structure gets its name from the endangered Warka tree, a giant wild fig
tree native to Ethiopia, where local villagers gather for meetings and socializing.
Just like the Warka tree, Warka Water doubles as a community gathering space.
The design mimics unique micro- and nano-scale structural features on the
surfaces of plants and animals enabling them to collect water from the air and
survive in hostile environments (hence biomimcry). The design team studied the
Namib beetle’s shell, lotus flower leaves, spider web threads, the integrated fog
collection system in cacti, and termite hives to create the water harvesting system,
outer shell, airflow, shape and geometry. Designers also looked at local cultures
and vernacular architecture, incorporating traditional Ethiopian basket-weaving
techniques in Warka’s design.
In 2019, once the testing of the Warka Water project is completed, the design
team plans to start the large-scale production of it and ofer training courses
for the villagers to learn how to construct, use and maintain the Warka Water
structures. Each Warka Water will cost $1,000 and can collect 100 liters or 26.4
gallons of drinking water a day.
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Warka Water is Winner of the
2016 World Design Impact
Prize as an alternative water
source for rural parts of
the world without water
infrastructure
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HappyTap, designed
by Jef Chapin for
the organization
WaterSHED, is a
handwashing station
that provides a
solution to the global
health threat of
transmissible diseases
by making hand
washing convenient
and attractive with
a device that is
aspirational, beautiful,
and that saves
household water

As Warka Water continues its evolution,
you can be a part of this life changing
project by donating to the crowdfunding
campaign on indiegogo.
The 2016 World Design Impact Prize
also designated two finalists:
HappyTap:

The World Design
Impact Prize is
awarded every two
years to an industrial
design driven project
that benefits society.
Following a public
nomination process,
a multidisciplinary
panel of experts
selects a shortlist for
the Prize
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HappyTap, designed by Jef Chapin
for the organization WaterSHED, is a
handwashing station that provides a
solution to the global health threat of
transmissible diseases by making hand
washing convenient and attractive with a
device that is aspirational, beautiful, and
that saves household water.
RE:BUILD designed by Pouya Khazaeli
for the organization, Pilosio Building
Peace Foundation is a re-deployable
building system for displaced populations.

The goal of the project is to improve the
living condition of refugees by building
structures out of natural elements using
earth, gravel and sand as housing in place
of tents and containers. The RE:BUILD
structures are constructed without
requiring electricity or water in two weeks
by the refugees themselves For more:
worlddesignimpact.org
The goal of the project is to improve
the living condition of refugees by
building structures out of natural
elements using earth, gravel and sand as
housing in place of tents and containers.
The RE:BUILD structures are constructed
without requiring electricity or
water in two weeks by the refugees
themselves
For more: worlddesignimpact.org

Design Book Report

TOP SHELF MUST-READS FOR
THE DESIGN ADDICT

On the Edge of
Your Seat:
Chairs for the
21st Century
beautiful book to show of on
your cofee table or book shelf.
This compendium celebrating
the chair has more than 200 photos
plus insightful essays from a variety
of perspectives chronicling the
storied history of chairmaking in
Philadelphia.

A

Go inside the design minds of
artists as they ofer their sources of
inspiration and creativity. Size: 9″ x
12″ | 211 color & b/w photos | 288 pp
ISBN13: 9780764351693 | Binding:
hard cover | $59.99 Visit www.
schiferbooks.com
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CHRISTMAS AT DESIGNERS’
HOMES ACROSS AMERICA
by Katharine Kaye McMillan &
Patricia Hart McMillan

Almost 400 color
images treat readers
to dazzling holiday
visions that leading
designers have
realized in their own
homes—scenes
usually reserved for
family and friends.
lmost 400 color images treat readers to dazzling holiday visions that
leading designers have realized in their own homes—scenes usually
reserved for family and friends. Be inspired by their decorating strategies
and hands-on ingenuity while gleaning insider tips for preserving trees—both
fresh and artificial—and caring for ornaments.

A

Get the scoop on unusual color schemes and centerpieces. This treasure trove
showcases one-of-a-kind holiday ideas from some of the nation’s most talented
interior designers, who share not only their aesthetic tastes but also family
holiday rituals and favorite Christmas traditions. Available on amazon.com
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a global network

http://akyumen.com
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STYLISH ACCESSORIES FOR THE
DESIGN TOURIST

Just as all great artists
and architects travel
with a sketchbook
and notepad, so too
should a prepared
Design Tourist. To
scribble notes or
draw your muses
or whatever moves
you, I recommend
British Designer
Tom Dixon’s new
Bold and Minimalist
stationery collection.
The Ink Collection
of bright, bold
blank notebooks is
perfect for journaling
or jotting down
notes with its crisp,
gold‑edged papers in
a hardback binding,
with a geometrically
patterned cover.
Available now on
TomDixon.net
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UNO TRAVEL PILLOW:

The sleek and fashionable Uno is a
neck pillow that provides a support
close to 360-degree, for you to lay your
head directly onto the pressure relief
memory foam.

Unlike other travel pillows
that only support the
head from the sides, Uno
provides cerivcal vertebrae
support, upper back and
head support. As a bonus,
it comes with pouch bag.
The machine washable
cover is made of breathable
spandex.
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Real Estate Eye Candy

South Florida Version of
Versailles Palace:

Global Home Gawk

When Art, Architecture and Design Converge To Produce
Some of The World’s Most Exotic Homes:
The Court of Versailles in
Southwest Ranches, built
in 2007, has the midas
touch literally dripping with
24-karat gold fixtures and
filled with opulent, handcrated furniture imported
from Europe. Travertine,
marble and mahogany
embellish floors and
architectural details while
the ceilings make you look
up with elaborately painted
art frescoes inspired by the
original Palais de Versailles.
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king
The main house of over 18,000 square feet includes seven bedrooms
and eight baths. Sited on 10 acres, there is a guest house with full
amenities, two double garages and parking for 50 cars.

Just 15 miles from the center of Fort Lauderdale and 40 minutes
from downtown Miami, Southwest Ranches is rurally located at the
edge of the Everglades near several equestrian centers.
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Out of Africa Abode:
No passport needed for
this African safari - one
only has to go as far as
Springfield, Missouri to
get the full impact of a
jungle watering hole fed
by a spring thick with
vegetation and with a
rustic outpost home
bridging part of the stream
that feeds it. Named
The African Queen, this
3,300-square-foot African
safari-style home on
six acres is crated of
reclaimed wood from
ancient structures.

The kitchen counters and sink have
Carthage stone weighing in at 3,50
is positioned into a rugged rock wa
petrified wood.
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The textured floor features 500,000
in a mosaic pattern that includes a
across the room.

Almost all the rooms
in the house have
unobstructed jungle,
water and fountain
views.
Furnishings include
imported pieces from
taxidermied animal
trophies on the
walls to animal skin
upholstered antiques
with horn legs and
many African works
of art as well as those
collected from around
the world.

Faberge Egg Estate:
This 7,000-square-foot house in Newport Beach, California is as ornate and gilded
as the legendary Faberge eggs of the Russian Imperial Family.
The home took 18 years to complete with its intricate and ornate carvings, gold
leafing, painted frescos and precious stone inlays.

The front entrance opens into a two-story
foyer and grand staircase as a preview to the
interior of the gilded home. Included are
living and dining rooms, four bedrooms, six
baths, a subterranean wine cellar and tasting
lounge with full catering kitchen.

e been honed from seamless slabs of
00 pounds. A hammered copper hot tub
all and the bathroom sink is honed from

0 pieces of inlaid oak, walnut and ebony
a crocodile that appears to be ambling
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TICK TOCK
TOWER
PENTHOUSE:
This San Francisco
historic threelevel landmark lot
apartment resides
inside a century old
clock. Formerly the
clock tower of a factory
in San Francisco’s
South of Market
neighborhood, the
penthouse was part of
a conversion into livework spaces in 1992 by
architect David Baker.

For more exotic and celebrity homes check out my series, The Celebrity
Home Hotlist airing on TopTenRealEstateDeals.com and WGN Chicago.
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The historic clock tower was constructed in 1907 and the large building
complex that supported it became the West Coast’s largest printing
company by 1921.

The sleek contemporary condo with spectacular city views measures in
at a spacious 3,000 square feet of living space, including a room inside
the clock itself and has large wrap-around terraces providing outdoor
space for lounging and entertaining
THE DESIGN TOURIST MAGAZINE
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architecture
engineering
i n t e ri o r d e s i g n

R ich mo n d, VA • Washington, DC
www.baskervill.com
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Jorge Ulibarri Custom Homes Presents
Its Latest Residences
Build a similar custom home on our lot or yours
407-733-5500 imyourbuilder.com
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For the latest
Design Travel
News and MustSee Destinations,
Subscribe to The
Design Tourist
Series
TheDesignTourist
@ADesignTourist
TheDesignTourist
ADesignTourist
ADesignTourist
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